
 

THE IGO STRIPING MACHINE WITH IMPACT XP PAINT 

The actual cost per field of using the IGO PAINT STRIPING MACHINE AND IMPACT XP PAINT is   

approximately $26 – 27 per field.  When using a dilutable 5-gallon bulk paint, the actual cost per 

field is approximately $38 per soccer field not including labor costs involved with the on-site 

mixing of traditional bulk paint.  It takes far less Impact XP Paint to line a field.   

The IGO Striper has a hopper in which you can slot three 5 Liter bags of Impact XP Paint.  You 

can restripe up to 13 standard soccer fields, depending on which nozzle is selected, eliminating 

the need to stop and refill.    

There is no messy clean up.  No water to carry around for priming, 

and at the end of the job, no water for rinsing.   

BASEBALL FIELDS –The IGO Striper and the Impact XP Paint applies 

a really good line stripe not only on the 

grass but on the red clay too.  Unlike 

when using aerosol paint on the red clay, 

the IGO applies the Impact XP Paint 

without the blowing away the red clay.  

The Igo Paint Striper does not need the 

high pressure because of the unique 

nozzles which deliver a very fine atomized 

mist. The highly concentrated XP Paint paint has much greater 

coverage over the leaf and therefore looks brighter, sharper and 

crisper than any of the traditional clay based paints.   

STRIPING TIME – you simply load the bags of Impact XP Paint, prime the pump with water and 

you are ready to start striping. If you want to have a Striper that saves time then this is 

definitely the one for you.  Don’t forget the IGO Machine/Striper and the Impact XP Paint is a 

fully integrated technology; both designed to work in tandem with each other. 

STRIPE LASTING TIME – The special nozzles on the IGO Striper sprays a very fine atomized 

mist.  This means The difference is clear to see.   Having greater coverage also means that it 

last a lot longer too.   

Impact XP Paint may be applied during a light rain. On a sunny day, it will be touch dry in about 

2 minutes and does not wash off like a standard clay/water based paint.  We cannot guarantee 

it, but usually the Impact XP Paint will last up to twice as long as a line striped by most other 

paint striping machines and paints.  CONTACT US FOR A DEMONSTRATION 


